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I have given a title to my talk:  
“Everybody Loves Youth Migrants: How Youth Migrants Can Have A Say In It”

I would use power point slides to elaborate my talk:

• I will begin by showing how the Migrant Youth are moving to Destination Countries increasingly through the “Academic Gate” as students, and how through four phases this has become the entry point to the global labour markets for youth professionals, and what I expect the scenario to be by 2030.

• I’ll say how, for example, with India’s “Demographic Dividend”, Age-cohorts are also coming downwards: from Post-Docs to High School Youth.

• …how destination countries are worrying to retain the migrant youth students on after their education is complete.

• …how, futuristically, Indian Youth are expected to fill 80% of Global Skills Deficit by 2020.

• There is a “Trinity of Drivers” for youth migration, which I define as Age, Wage and Vintage, i.e., to counter the aging of local labour force, minimize the labour cost through lower wages bill of the migrant youth, and accumulation of frontier knowledge embodied in migrant students.

• Since the 1990s, through 21st Century, Digitization, Trade and Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) have boosted the demand for generation and import of a. Education, b. Experience, and c. On-the-job training as embodied in generic knowledge workers and students.

• The need of the hour is to initiate an Inter-Diaspora Cooperation (IDC) for among the Southern Youth migrants in the Global North for Migration Governance aimed at Third-country development (TcD).

• What is required is a “Smart Engagement” of High-skilled Youth of the world in Global Migration Governance. For this, there are two preconditions to be met by the GCM, and two innovations to be put on its high-agenda.